
                                                   TEEN SPIRIT

Log line:
After being raped at her birthday party, a young girl called Kat urges friends and the school to fight sexual 
assault and many more crimes related.

                                                                 Characters

Kat Mabaso – A student activist who has been raped at her birthday party and she's determined to bring down
her rapist.

Rebecca: Kat's new friend who welcomes her and show her around in the school and neighbourhood. She's
dating a troubled kid known as Olly who hangs with the bad guys. 

Princess: The netball captain who noticed that her friend Jessica is being abused but she don't wanna talk.
She wants to help Kat fight the violence but it's not enough if the rest are backing down.

Mam Radebe: She's a school counsellor. A helps students to deal with all sorts of problems they're en 
counting. 

Klaus: The rapist teen who can't be reported because his father is rich and dangerous.

Olly: An addict, school news writer. He's fighting for his father's freedom after bieng framed a murder he 
didn't commit..

Howard: Klaus father, a ruthless and seasoned criminal.

Chris: Straight A student who's impulsive. He fights till the end to stop the crime happening in the town. He's
also a brother of Olly.

Radebe: Howard right hand man and Rebeca's father who's as manipulative as it gets.

Jessica: Klaus girlfriend who has been violated and she's been quiet about it. 

Kenny: Klaus best friend who do the bidding with him. He does anything to impress him. He's a fighter,
rapist and a killer.

Manuel: Klaus friend. He's spying on Klaus and his father for what they did to his father.

Susan: A good girl who works at the bakery every day after school. A good listener and an adviser to those 
who need it.

David: Chris best friend who's short tempered and always trying to fight when he's got inside his head.

Owen: A detective who failed to arrest Howard at his first attempt.

Mr Mcgregor: A friend and a colleague of Kat's father. He's a private agent who deals with international 
crime. 

Synopsis

After being raped by Klaus at her birthday party, a young girl called Kat re-locate to the township of her 
rapist. After finding out that she has just re-located to her rapist neighbourhood, Kat opens up the secret and 
be-friends a young boy by the name of Olly and it happens that it isn't just her he raped. Olly is a magazine 
editor in school and was Klaus best friend. Olly and Klaus doesn't see eye to eye after Olly started dating 



with his ex-Rebeca, a former student activist at school. The problem gets bigger when Olly find out that 
Klaus dad, Howard, has framed his father for the murder he didn't commit.

Olly's father gets poisoned in prison to silence him, it happens that Olly's main suspect is Klaus father. 
Howard is a master mind criminal, he sells weapons and other merchandise to leaders from the East, east 
meaning Middle East Asia and further Europe like Turkey, Syria and Yemmen weapons that can starts a war. 
Olly and Kat decides to team and try to take Howard down using a detective that once tried but failed 
because he lacked evidence. Taking down Howard it was the only way to bring down Klaus, because if his 
father is behind bars, Klaus is powerless from the outside. 

The taking down of Howard and Klaus becomes one of the challenging thing teenagers can ever imagine. 
Detective Owen and McGregor got Howard after a failed deal, the court failed to find Klaus guilty over his 
rape cases. Olly's brother Chris, took the matter into his own hands and murdered Klaus and throw his body 
into the moving river.

                                                     TEEN SPIRIT  Concept:

The sound of a music is beeping from the outside of the house while the camera shifts, there's few heads 
coming out of the car heading inside the house. Before they knock, they hear chanting voices of teenagers. 
There's  a load of teens having a party, they're pushing the girl with a birthday crown belt over her body, 
That's Kat, it's her birthday today. She's ha it with drinking, she looks like she's about to throw out. Kat goes 
to the bath room and begin to throw out. There's a knock at the bathroom door. It's a boy called Klaus she 
says while she asks why is he here. Klaus be a gentlemen and carries Kat to her bed room. Kat is smiling 
while she thanks him. Klaus puts her on her bed. He takes a moment to stare at her. Klaus tempt to kiss Kat, 
she blocks him. Kat refuses to kiss him while she's drunk for the sake of regrets in the morning. Klaus 
attempts again and she blocks again. Klaus becomes aggressive and end up raping Kat who's powerless. Kat 
is crying while Klaus keeps on forcing himself on her.

Two days later, Kat moves back to her mother's place since she has been living at her grandmothers since she
was a kid because her parents travels a lot for the sake of work. Kat has just moved to her rapist residence. 
It's a first day of school, a first new day to Kat, she meets last year's students activist, Rebecca Radebe who's 
supposed to give her a school tour and show her around. As they approach the bathroom area Kat's eyes 
clutches with advancing Klaus who's coming towards them with his friends. Kat runs away to the bathrooms 
and begin vomiting. Rebecca follows her and tries to understand what is going on with her. Kat confesses 
that something happened to her but “what by who” she keeps that to herself. Kat makes new friends at school
break, OLLY, SUSAN, CHRIS and DAVID. Klaus is sitting behind them with his girlfriend Jessica and his 
friends. Jessica notices that Kat is acting like another girl called Molly. Klaus raped Molly at a pool party, the
only person who saw everything and kept quiet is Olly from the roof top. Neither is Klaus knows that Olly 
knows.

The first day of school ends, Olly is heading home with his girlfriend Rebecca. Rebecca wants to know if 
Klaus really did rape Molly or was it just accusations.

 - It's in a party, a pool party. Everyone is crushed, some smacking at the rooms, some dancing 
inside the house. It was a warm day, and Molly goes to the pool to dehydrate and easy-up her 
wasted body from drinks and weed.

- Molly is swimming. Klaus dives into the water and skin deeps until he appears in front of her by 
the pool corner. Klaus arrogantly talks Molly who's stopping him and rapes her by the pool side.

There's Olly right there up top, shocked and doing nothing about it.

Rebecca is afraid Klaus is going to rape the people Olly loves, though she wants to know what is he's gonna 
do about it.



By the lake, Chris is writing is novel, it's his favourite place by this time of the day because it's quiet and 
inspiring with listening to the cheeping birds. Chris hears a car approaching by, Howard comes out with a 
woman by the name of Merry. Howard is Klaus father. Howard and Merry are having a hard hitting talk 
about as it turns out that Howard had Merry's daughter murdered for knowing too much about his business 
and frame Chris and Olly's father for it while Chris is listening to everything. Later that day, Howard 
mentions that he was at the river side to his son. Klaus makes him be aware about Chris visits to the river by 
this time of the day every week even though it's already too late. That makes Howard to visit  Olly's father 
Daniel to make threats to him.

By the Ocean side, It's a bomb fire evening where friends gets to stay together, play a little bit of music, 
having drinks and share deep secrets and show togetherness. Klaus has his friends and his girlfriend on the 
other side Olly is joined up by his late comings friends, who are Chris, David, Princess, Kat, Susan and 
Rebecca. Rebecca welcomes everyone and shares that her parents are getting divorced. David shares that 
Princess is his step sister and it made his mother to left him and his dad. Princess is suffering from anxiety 
and depression, she once thought of committing suicide. Chris reveals that his father is framed by Klaus dad 
for the murder of Merry's daughter. Olly reveals that he hasn't juiced or drank in a while. Everyone looks at 
Kat waiting for her to share her secret. Kat reveals that Klaus raped her at her birthday party. Olly interferes 
with that he also raped Molly at the pool party. Everything infuriates David who almost bite Olly's head. 
They all look at Klaus from the distance as a sign that the secret is out that he raped Kat and Molly.

The weekend passes, and now it's Monday, the opening day of school week. The girls are still talking about 
Kat, Klaus, Molly and David incidents happened at the beach Friday night. Klaus tails Kat to the women 
bathrooms to confront her on what she has told her friends at the Bomb fire. Klaus gets left with a red face 
after Kat revealed everything she knows about him. Rebecca's parents divorce starts to gets messy when her 
father contest to keep their house. She finds her mother bursting in tears. 

Klaus visits his mother at the Mental Institution, she greets him by telling him what he's father is keeping 
from everyone. She's  not sick, she's being held for knowing too much too.

Olly and Chris visits their father(Daniel) at Jail. Daniel let them know everything about Howard and how 
dangerous he can be. That doesn't bother the brothers who plans to get to the bottom of all of these. Daniel is 
sold by Merry who was paid to point Daniel as a murder of her daughter cos Daniel refused to co-operate 
with Howard when he wanted to stash his Arms to on of his buildings.

Merry tries to exploit more money from Howard. Howard and his partner plans to kill her. Kat receives a 
threat coming from Klaus. A bear hung by the house veranda bleeding and written SLUT. Kat is really 
frightened and begin to think twice about going against Klaus.

Klaus has also raped his girlfriend Jessica, who confronts him about it and he snaps out of it.

Dawn, It's a cold morning by the river side, there's a fog coming from the water, it seems like a winter times. 

There's couple of officers surrounded by their cars, while they're surrounding a dead body. It is 
Merry, she has been shot dead in cold murder. They're busy trying to put two and two wondering 
who could have done this and why.

Olly and Chris sees Mr Radebe's car coming from the river side direction and it gets them wondering. Jessica
says something suspicious to her friend about Klaus controversies and gets them. At her activist debate, Kat 
reveals that she's raped by Klaus so was Molly who killed herself. Chris and Olly let Rebecca know about 
Merry's death and who could have caused it. Her father, Radebe and it devastates her pretty bad. In order to 
get to the truth of everything, Olly challenges Kat to investigates all the  Murder Mystery happening to 
their town. Howard and Rabede next move comes to light, they want to poison Daniel in prison. Olly and 
Rebecca gets in a fight because Rebecca believes her father is innocent. Jessica is pregnant with Klaus child 



just a moment she accused him of raping her. Jessica's pregnancy saves Klaus, because she can't claim 
to be raped by the father of her child and have him arrested while they have to raise the baby 
together.

Daniel suffocate to death inside his prison cell. The news hits his sons pretty hard. It's Jack who poisoned 
Daniel, a police officer at the station, he works for Howard.

Jack is already showing signs of guilt as he visits the graveyards the day Daniel is getting buried. Olly can't 
stand but suspect him. Rebecca is worried about how close Olly and Kat are getting. Chris knows where the 
poison killed his father is bought. Susan warns Kat to not get romantically involved with Olly cos it will 
cause a fight between them girls. Jessica frightens Klaus when she says that she doesn't want this baby. 
David and Chris buys the poison Howard used to kill Chris father, they even get the answer that he was here 
to buy it few days ago. Kat and Olly tail Jack who ends up at Howard factory to confirm their suspicions 
about him. Mr Principal and Howard meet for a coffee where there's Olly and his friends. Mr Principal is 
Howard accomplice. He threatens that he doesn't wanna go down with him. Klaus confide to his father's 
hooker about change. He wants to change for the sake of his baby. 

At the school dance. Klaus from far is looking at Olly and Kat who seems to be too close. They're all 
dancing. Kat puts her head into Olly's chest, Klaus can see, so is Rebeca from the far corner? Kat 
and Olly are smiling at each other. Klaus can see Rebeca looking from far, Rebeca walks away 
upset. From the outside of the building, Klaus and Rebecca are reconnecting again. Manuel and 
Kitty can see them from far. Manuel and Kitty are Klaus friends, but they're after his father who 
betrayed their fathers. Manuel and Kitty walks inside the building and find Olly looking for 
Rebecca, they hit him with the news that she's with Klaus. Olly tend to get dizzy, they sit him down 
a broken man.

Olly gets a first meeting with detective Owen. He opens up about Howard murders and evidence 
they have gathered with his friends. Kat meet with Mr McGregor, a while old man who works for 
the British Interpol and also works with her father, McGregor knows Kat thick n thin. Kat and Olly 
introduces McGregor to Owen, as they agree to collaborate on the investigation in order to nail 
Howard. From the outside of the building, while McGregor and Owen are having a discussion, 
Howard shows up and meets his nightmares as he clutches with eyes with them. Howard can see 
very well that something is up and if he doesn't act, it could be the beginning to the end. Olly and 
Rebecca breaks up as it leaves Rebecca is busting in tears. Olly and Kat weren't dating, Kat is into 
Olly and he doesn't see that yet. Howard is plotting a move against Olly and his friend, a move that 
might get them to back. Klaus and Kenny are plotting against Kat after he heard his father complain
about how close they're to get his investigation re-opened.  

Later that night, David is hit by a car, he's in coma. No one knows who might have done it until 
Radebe is washing his car at the factory with Howard. David dies through brain bleeding. 
Everything gets Olly to relapse for the first time. Olly gets missing for a night as he sleeps with the 
junkies. Princess finds him and take him to Kat to bath and they lock him in a room. Rebecca over 
hears a conversation between her father Radebe and Chris at the factory, when Chris tries to 
threaten him. Radebe let Chris knows that he hit David with a car as he informs him that he can also
follow David if he keeps on digging their dirts. Kat in tears, she lets Olly know how she feels about 
him, as he's pretending to be asleep. Olly smiles from his sleep. Howard meet with Mr Bagati to 
sign some paper works about the deal they're making. Bagati let Howard know that if the deal 
points the authorities at him, He's gonna die. McGregor meet with Owen with the same contract 
Howard has just signed. He has information about how the business gets conducted between Bagati 
and Howard after the trace made by Kat's father from the UK.

Rebecca goes to Olly's place with the information she has. Rebecca is emotionally willing to testify 



against her father for the murder of David.  Jessica has disappeared with her pregnancy, Klaus is 
looking for her everywhere. Klaus confesses to Manuel that he raped Kat and Molly in an 
emotionally disturbed manner cos he can't find Jessica anywhere and she might say something 
about it. Kat's father comes back to town, as he surprises Kat, he finds her making out with Olly.

Jessica is living with her best friend Lauren, she doesn't wanna be found cos Klaus is out of control 
he might kill her. Howard is furious with Radebe for stupidly confessing to Chris that he killed 
David to silence them. Mr Principal comes clean to Owen about Merry's murder and more to Owen 
and McGregor, but he wants witness protection cos they will kill him. Kat tries to explain a lot 
about Olly to her father who's very protective.

Manuel and Kitty confides to each other, Kitty lets him know about Jessica being raped by Klaus, 
same Manuel spills the beans about Klaus confession of raping Kat and Molly. Olly gains grounds 
and steps out for the first time since he relapsed. Olly meets with McGregor and tells him about 
David hit and run accident and who has done it. Lauren meets Klaus and tries to avoid him. He 
confronts her about Jessica's whereabouts. For the sake of her friend, Lauren lies to him. Chris and 
Susan are planning a bad move to attack Radebe, but Rebecca has better plans than what they 
wanna do. Klaus and Kitty meet at night. Kitty threatens Klaus about exposing and his father about 
their crimes. Klaus shoots Kitty at her heart and she dies right there.

The Police and Owen begin to investigates Kitty's murder. It looks like it was a robbery. Kenny senses that 
Klaus could have killed Kitty to Manuel, but why. Olly and his friends have no clue who could have killed 
Kitty. Kat's father, Owen and McGregor have the location to where the arms deal will occur. Kat wants to run
away with Olly to the lake house for the weekend, but Olly doesn't wanna run away from the problems. 
Manuel confronts Klaus with emotions on whether he killed Kitty or not, Klaus confirms indirectly that he 
did. Radebe's car gets examined by McGregor and Owen for the murder of David. Howard and Radebe have 
a private talk after the examination, Howard wants Radebe to be silent if he gets caught. Olly and Kat's 
father have coffee, as he wants to know his intentions about his daughter. They get in good terms as Susan 
can see them smiling from far. She takes them a pic and forward it to Kat with a smiling emoji. 

Klaus meets with his father and let him know that he killed Kitty to protect the family and who's her parents. 
School news paper posts the third news issue. “Can Love  Overcome Murder?”  Kat wrote...She's 
explaining David murder case and newly Kitty's murder. Manuel is skipping town with his luggage, he's on 
the bus stop. Owen and McGregor arrest Radebe for the murder of David. 

The band is back together at the Cafe shop Rebecca, Olly, Kat, Chris, Susan and Princess meet that rainy 
morning. They all want to know how Rebecca is doing after handing her father to the police for the rest of 
his life after being arrested for the murder of David. Klaus walks in with Kenny, they walk straight to the 
group. Klaus invites them to the party he's throwing tonight. Kat and Susan doesn’t want to go. Howard pays
visit to Radebe at Jail. Howard promises to get him the best lawyer. Radebe isn't pleased to be locked up for 
the crime he committed to protect them. From the outside of the Prison Station. Howard hands something to 
Jack while there's an indistinct sound. Princess and Rebecca brings flowers to Molly, Kitty and David graves.
McGregor is having a coffee with Kat's father (Rob). Tonight is the day Howard is going to finalise the trade 
of his arms to Bagati. They're planning on how to catch all of them or disrupt the deal. Klaus and Kenny 
organising their party with friends from the outside of the house. Kenny tells Klaus that he wants Princess 
tonight. Klaus asks about Manuel whereabouts. 

Owen sees Howard and Bagati at the Cafe-Shop. He alerts McGregor that they're still at the Cafe-Shop. 
McGregor calls Rob to let his crew to remove the arms from Warehouse it is hiding. Radebe chokes to death 
like Daniel inside his prison cell. The party has just started, Olly and the band arrives. Rebecca split from 
them and join Klaus table. Kat wonders what is she doing. Kat gets drinks for Olly. Olly can't drink. Susan is
dancing with Chris. Kenny is staring Princess from afar. Kenny walks towards her and ask to dance. Olly 
grabs Kat drink and throw it away. Olly sees that this party is set-up. Susan starts to get dizzy,  so is Princess 
who walks to the bathrooms and wash her face. Olly wants to know where Princess has head. Kenny follows 



Princess to the bathrooms. Kenny tries to touch her, she pushes him back hard. Kenny goes back to her 
faster. They start brawling inside the bathroom. 

Howard, Bagati and associates arrives at the Warehouse. Howard surprises them with arms, except there's no 
arms any-more. Bagati and CO looking at Howard and Jack. From afar, Mcgregor, Owen and Rob are 
looking at them smiling. They're about to witness a men slaughter by the ruthless Middle East Asians. Bagati
is gets furious  and wants to know where's the arms. The other associate asks for the transfer back of the 
money. Howard checks his phone. The money is gone. Howard tries to explain. Rob tells them that the is 
divided between Rehab Center, School and Mental Institution he put his wife in. 

Back to the party, Rebecca asks about Princess to Klaus. Princess is stabbing Kenny with his blood spitting 
all over the bathroom. He's conscious like a dead man in there. Kat and Olly are at the back looking for her. 
Princess shows up crying with blood all over her hands, face and clothes. Olly approaches her, wondering 
what could have happened. Kenny tried to rape her and she fought back. Olly and Kat decides to run away 
with her. A girl screams by the bathrooms, everyone goes there. They seem Kenny stabbed like he's chopped.
Klaus shouts for an ambulance to be called.

Warehouse brawl starts, Jack tries to remove his gun, they gun him down. Bagati hits Howard with a gun on 
his face. Bagati and CO are taking Howard with them to Syria to explain everything to the bosses.

 


